Defy Gravity With Your Drapes

"Hang your drapes close to the ceiling," advises Jessica Davis, founder of Nest Studio. "It just makes your room look taller. If there is a large swath of wall between the drapes and above the window, you can always fake the height with a bamboo shade inside the drapery."

(Source: Photographed by Ari Kamin.)
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Jessica Davis, Founder & Designer Of Nest Studio
Jessica Davis’s company Nest Studio lets customers find an easy way to add some flair to your cabinets and drawers.

Nest Studio x Jonathan Castro Glaze 01, $150, Nest Studio.

(Source: Courtesy of Nest Studio.)
Designers Share Their Best Holiday Decorating Tips

Color Theory

“I like to think of holiday decorating like switching out a color scheme for a room,” says Jessica Davis, interior designer and founder and creative director Nest Studio.

“I first strip the room of the accents and pops and then layer back in with my holiday color scheme, whether it’s the traditional red and green for Christmas or a modern hot pink and gold combination.”

“You don’t have to limit yourself to decorations that have a specific ‘holiday’ theme. If you stick to a color scheme that has a festive feel, you end up with a room that looks natural and sophisticated.”

(Source: Photographed by Nicole Lev.)